where the hypothesis that $p(z) is of exponential type is considerably relaxed.
We first observe that, by replacing sp(z) by e-cz<p(z), we may suppose that lim sup Xe-' log s() = -e < 0. Let F(z) denote the canonical product with zeros X. With Levinson, we consider
From known -X()F(z) H(z) 9p(z) -g(z)
From known lemmas on F(z), it follows that H(z) is analytic and of exponential type in x > 0. By imposing appropriate conditions on I } and on P(iy), the latter being a strengthened form of (2) ,u is a homomorphism onto and X an isomorphism into, while 7rr(A V B)
decomposes into the direct sum of the kernel of ,u (= the image of X), with a subgroup mapped isomorphically by A. If A and B are spheres S1`and SY2, further results can be obtained. Let hi be a map of the pi-cell E-`which is topological on Et'-EA1 and maps EPi into a point; and let h be the map of E1"+O2 = Epl X EP2 on S1' X SP2 defined by h(xl, x2) = (hi [xi], h2[x2] ). Since h maps SPI+P2-l = AP1+P2 on Spl V SP2, it induces a homomorphism h*: irn+,(EP1+P2 SPI+P2 ) *n + (Spl X SP2, SP' V SP2). By methods similar to those of Freudenthal2 we can prove:
(1) h* is onto if n < pi +p2 + min (Pl, p2)-2; (2) h* is an isomorphism if n < pi + P2 + min (pi, p2) -3.
It follows from (1) and known theorems that n(SP V S1") Tn(SP1) + ir3(S1") + lrn(SPL+P2-1) (n < p' + P2 + n (pl1 P2 , 5, 299-314 (1937) .
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